TENIO™ Splice Tray

Splice trays
Order separate splice trays to complete unloaded or partially loaded closures.

Patch trays
Order these trays for retrofit in TENIO-B6 or TENIO-C6H closures. These trays provide test/monitoring points. Adapters are ordered separately; only adapters without flanges fit in these patch trays.

Product Classification

Regional Availability  EMEA  |  Latin America
Product Type          Fiber splice tray
Product Brand        TENIO™

General Specifications

Application           For use with TENIO Fiber closures
Color                 Gray
Splice Tray Chip Type ANT  |  Heat shrink

Ordering Tree

[Diagram of ordering tree]

Closure size
1  B6  Small (Shipped in pack of 12)
   C6H  Large, high density (Shipped in pack of 12)

Type of tray
1  S12  Tray for up to 12 heat shrink splice protectors (SMO/L4 45 mm) for B size only
2  A12  Tray for up to 12 ANT splice protectors for B size only
   S1E  Tray for up to 24 heat shrink splice protectors (SMO/L4 45 mm) for C6H size only
Material Specifications

**Material Type**
- PBT
- PET

Environmental Specifications

**Operating Temperature**
-40 °C to +70 °C (-40 °F to +158 °F)

**Environmental Space**
Outdoor

Packaging and Weights

**Packaging quantity**
1

**Packaging Type**
- Bag
- Carton